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seem to many unsavoury, blind us to their value. To this
day many people dislike the idea of man's Mnship with
more humble creatures and the same type of person seems
to resent the idea that a child has interests and drives to
action that are more animal in their nature than spiritual.
The methods used by skilled analysts are intended to
discover unconscious and entirely forgotten experiences
that affect our present attitude towards life and consequent
reactions. Once the assumption has been accepted that
past experience modifies a man's outlook on lif e enormously,
the problem of the unconscious becomes of great importance
to psychologists. Even the least expert observer can
occasionally see a friend influenced unconsciously by a
past experience and we all know of cases when we are
consciously influenced by it—the most obvious being when
we say ' Never again ! *
Carrying observation a step further, it was possible to
make and substantiate the hypothesis that experience
might be thought of, to use James's metaphor, as a series
of conscious fields ; that to which we are directly attending
is in the focus, but outside the focus is a field of experience
which we can easily bring into our consciousness. Thus
I am attending at this moment to the problem of conscious-
ness but should a telephone call come I could, with some
impatience but with ease, ' switch' the light of my mind
on to another field of consciousness. In the same way
I can, with more difficulty, bring some small part of my
past experience into the light of the present. That past
experience which I can call up by using as bait ideas in
present consciousness is said to be in the field of the sub-
conscious. Thus, if I cannot immediately recall when
I saw X last but eventually can with certainty make the
statement that it must have been last Thursday because
I remember it was the day I did so and so, I am using facts
to call facts to mind which I have temporarily forgotten.
The field of temporarily forgotten experiences that can

